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1. What type of tree is named after the Sundarban? 

a. Keekar                       b. Sundari                          c. Deodar                      d. Sandalwood 

2. Rohit is in America, and he wants to send the medicines to his parents urgently.  Which 

means of transport he should use to send the medicines? 

a. Airways               b. Roadways              c. Waterways             d. Railways  

3. Name the traditional dance of Tamil Nādu. 

a. Kuchipudi                b. Bharatnatyam               c. Odissi                    d. Bhangra 

II. Fill in the blanks 

1._________________ is known as Pink City. 

2. Black soil is good for growing ________________. 

3._______________ trees are good for making match sticks. 

III. True False 

1. Deciduous forest is also known as mangrove forest. 

2. Puri is the city of temples. 

3. Indira Gandhi canal is also known as Rajasthan canal. 

4. National highway is built by State government. 

IV. Rewrite the sentence by replacing underlined word.   

1. Damodar river flows through Himachal Pradesh. 

2. Metallic road is kachcha road. 

3. The language spoken in Karnataka is Tamil. 

4. Dog skin is used to make tents. 

 

V. Look at the picture given below and answer the following questions. 

1. What type of forests are shown in the picture?  

 

2. What is the shape of these trees??       

 

3. Write any two examples of these forests. 

 



 

VI. Assertion and Reasoning 

Assertion : The rivers of the Southern Plateau is seasonal. 

Reason: Rivers are depend on the monsoon. 

a.[A] and [R] are true and [R] is the correct explanation of [A]. 

b.[A] and [R] are true and [R] is not the correct explanation of [A]. 

c.[A] is false and [R] is true. 

  d.[A] is true but [R] is false. 

VII. Very Short questions. 

1. What is the program ‘For every child a tree about’? 

2. Define Oasis, Handicraft. 

3.  What is the difference between Passenger Ship and Cargo ship? 

VIII. Short question  

1. Why is camel called ship of desert? 

2. Helicopters are very useful during natural disasters. Explain. 

3. Why is the difference between Eastern Ghats and Western Ghats? 

IX. Long question 

1. Briefly describe the Central highlands. 


